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ABSTRACT
Relalivistic klystrons ore being developed as a power source
for high gradient accelerator applications which include large
linear electron-positron colliders, compact accelerators, and
FEL sources. We have attained 200MW peak power at
11.4GHz from a relativistic klystron, and IsOMV/m longi
tudinal gradient in a short H.4f!H7. accelerator section. Wt
report here on the design of our relativistic klystron*, the re
sults of our experiments so far, and some of our plans for the
near future.
1. INTRODUCTION
Large linear electron-positron colliders, compact accelera
tors, and FEL sources require a new generation of high gra
dient accelerators. Conceptual designs for large linear elec
tron colliders for research at the frontier of particle physics call
for beam energies of 250-1000 GeV and luminosities of 10"
10 *cm" sec-'. Accelerating gradients of 100-200MV/o are
desired in order to keep the accelerator length within accept
able limits. Frequencies of 10-30GHi are desired in order to
keep peak and average power requirements and beam loading
reasonably small. The peak power necessary to drive a trav
eling wave structure in the desired frequency range with the
desired gradient is of order I GW/ra with a pulse length of
50-100 ns.
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Pulsed beams of such high peak power can be obtained
using the technologies of magnetic pulse compression and in
duction acceleration.' Beam pulses of I kA current and 50
lOOnsec duration are routinely accelerated to several MeV
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). These
beams contain several gigawatte of peak power.
The first demonstration of RF power extraction from such
a beam yielded an impressive 1GVV at 35GHi, using it free
electron laser. A. M SessJer and S, S. Yu, following a sug
gestion by W. K. H. Puiofsky, proposed a more direct method
for energy extraction by bunching a rehnivistic beam and pos
ing it through extraction cavities.' Scatter and Yu suggested
that if only part of the beam energy were extracted, the beam
could br reaccderaLed and energy could be extracted again
Repeated reaccelera.li.on and extraction was the concept they
called a "relativistjr klystron :wo-beam accelerator." * The idea
of a relatives tic klystron, however, is not limited to the t w o
beam accelerator concept. HelaVivislic klystrons can be imag
ined which span the range from a 1 G W device powe; ing 1 m ol
accelerator, to a 10GW device powering lOm, to a two-bean.
device extending several kilometers
1
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These ideas have led to a collaboration between Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), Lawrence Berkeley Lab
oratory (LBL), and LLNL to study the combination of the
klystron concept with induction accelerator and magnetic pulse
compression technology. The first experiments have been done
at the Accelerator Research Center (ARC) at LLNL using as
a gun on induction accelerator designed to produce 1 kA cur
rent* with 1.2 MeV kinetic energy Tor up to 'Snsec duration
Four kfyslrons have been tested with this injector. They are,
in chronological order as tested,
(1) SL3. » multiravity klystron with a conventional gun de
signed to operate at 8.6GHi (three limes the frequency
of the SLAC linac),
(2) SHARK, a two cavity aub-harmonic drive relativists
klystron with h 7 GHz drive and 11 -.GHi output,
(3) SL4. a high gain relativists klystron at 11.4 GH« (four
times SLAC frequency) designed specifically for the high
power pulsed

beam,

(4) S l i A R K - 2 . a three-cavity version of SHARK
In this paper we discuss the design of these klystrons, re
port on the results of our experiments so far, and di.'.cuss some
of our plans for the near future2. K L Y S T R O N

SCALING

To motivate the increase in energy of the beam in an other
wise conventional klystron, it is useful to discuss the physics of
the klystron interaction. In a two cavity klystron, the beam is
velocity n o d u l a t e d by an R F drive cavity and allowed t o drift
until the velocity modulation bunches the beam. T h e bunched
beam then is passed through another cavity which m a y be used
to extract RF power. In practice, such a t w o cavity device
has low gain. In most klystrons, there ore several intermedi
ate "idler" cavities. T h e first cavity bunches the beam. T h e
bunched beam drives the second cavity to an RF voltage an or
der of magnitude greater than the first, which in turn bui.thi's.
the beam more strongly. This prot ess continues until the firm)
idler cavity **? t h e "linear gain- region* of the klystron. T h e
bunching is determined primarily by the voltage on the final
id.tr cavity After thin cavity the bunches are allowed Lo drift
until the R F current is maximum. At this point the beam is
parsed through t w o mare cavities- a highly detuned "penulti
mate" cavity which sweeps still unbundled electrons into the
bunch, and on output cavity which extract* energy by decel
erating the beajii. Th** output cavity could 'he replared by a
scries of cavitii-s or by a traveling u a v c structure
An important parameter in klystron scaling u. the beam
plasma wavelength Velocity modulation hunches a DC beam
However, bpftri* ih«rge repulsion (modified by the drift tub*-)
causes the hea.ri to deouiic]. Id the linear regitict, ttm pr**cess p r o d u c e oscillations T h e di'slawe* between cavities in
a klystron are chosen to be approximately one quarter «f A
plasma. wavdeiifcLh for optimal huiif hiu^ r**ir a long reLi'.-M^ii'
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where A^>- is the free-space RF wavelength. 0 - »/c, and
-7 = l / ^ / l - /? . Increasing the beam energy ameliorates lon
gitudinal space charge effects but increases the bunching dis
tance. Increasing the frequency reduces the hunching distance.
Our choice of 2.6cm RF wavelength makes possible a multicavity klystron design that can bunch a 1 MV, I kA beam ef
ficiently and extract power from it in a total distance of 1 nx
For higher energy beams, bending magnets can be used to cre
ate differences in path length for particles of different energies.
This permits bunching of higher energy beams even though
their velocity is nearly independent of energy.
Another important parameter in klystron scaling is the
magnetic field necessary to focus the beam, For a beam of
uniform charge density and normalized edge emit tan ce t , the
solenoid field B necessary to confine the beam current / to
riidids a is
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In the rcWtivistir klystrons discussed here both 7 and /
are greater than in conventional klystrons. At shorter wave
lengths higher magneti fields are needed to focus the beam
since the. radius of the drift tube scales with the wavelength.
An estimate of the required field must include the effects of
beam bunching. The peak current in the bunched beam typ
ically is about foui times the initial DC current. Thus, for a
ppace charge dominated beam, the magnetic field required Is
typjrally twite that cn;f u'a!ed for focusing a DC beam.
3. E X P E R I M E N T A L A P P A R A T U S
3.1 Induction Accelerator
Most of the experimental Btudies described here were per
formed using the Snowtron injector at the ARC facility at
LLNL. Snowtron ih s linear induction injector composed of
ten lSOkV induction cells driven by pulsed magnetica. For
klystron experiments, a I node electrode configuration was used
with a cathode of 12.5cm diameter and 35.6cm spherical ra
dius. The inner diameter of the anode drift tube was 8.8 cm.
The cathode was placed 35 cm from the di vnstream end of the
injector. Accelerating voltages up to 1.2 MV, beam currents up
to 1.4 kA, and pulae widths up to 75nsec FWRM have been ob
tained for the klystj-GT experiments. The greatest stress on the
injector is 260kV/cm on the cathode chroud at peak voltage.
The DI'C fompuLer cod*, which was used to design Snowtron,
predicts p«jak currenLs of 2.3 kA at 1.2MV.* Eowever, the op
erating pressure of the injector led to cathode contamination
winch pruciuded uniform .space charge limited emission.
1

SL3 SHARK
Output freq. (GHz)
Drive freq. (GHz)
Output power (MWJ
7S
Peak (max)
75
Flat pulse (max)
54
Design g&Ln (dB)
Efficiency (%)
60
Design
55
Operation (max)
Beam Voltage (kV)
330
Design
1000
Operation (max)
Beam Current (A)
300
Design
350
Operation (max)
Number of cavities
5
Total length (cm)
31
Beam-orl loaded Q
Input cavity
250
4000
Idler cavities
4000
Penultimate cavity
44
Output cavity
Drift ti'be diam. (mm)
(mml
11
8.57
8,57

SI.4

SHAHK-2

11.4
5.7

111
11.4

11.4
5.7

47
47
20

200
6t!
65

117
80
25

20
25

40
50

40
32

1200
1200

1200
1000

1200
1200

1000
750
2
25

1000
750
6
98

1000
800
3
33

725

280
120
3800
2U
14, 9 2

3800
20
19, 9.2

-40
19, 9.2

742

...

TABLE 1 Parameters of relativi.stic klystrons lasted

3.2 Bt?ani TTannport

3.3 Klystron*

The distance from ca.Lh.udi: to klystron was A m for the SL3
Lust and is 1.6m for the SHARK and SIA teo*«. just down&tream from the injector ia a 30cm taper where the beam pipe
narrows from 8,8 to 1.9cm diameter. The pipe diameter is
narrowed further to 9.2 mm in the SHARK and SL4 klystrons.
Nine 2 5 kG nolenoid coils powered by five Beparate power sup
plies foci.s the beam hetwren the cathode and the klystron.
Three independently controlled SkG solenoids focus the beam
in the relativistir klystron Four acts of dipolc magnets for hor
izontal and vertical steering are used to correct for beam-line
misalignment*
H-eam transport calculations with the ST code have been
usfd lo estimate the required strengths of the focusing fields
for 100% trajiiunission of current through 'he klystron* The
resuH of such 4 calrulation is shown in Fig I.

Parameters of the three relativistic klystrons tested, are
summarized in Table 1. Further descriptions are given below
SL3 is a convention?.! high gain klystron designed to oper
ate at 8.6GHz with a conventional gun. With its design gun
replaced by an induction accelerator, it served as an expedient
first demonstration of a relativists klystron. SI.3 was driven
by a I kW X-band TWT amplifier
S H A R K is a two cavity sub-harmonic drive reialivistsc
klystron The input cavity i* dr:vrn by an HY source of sev
eral MW at 5.7GHz which modulates the beam velocity Af
ter drifting, the beam rurrenl his large Fourier f opponents
at 5.7, 11.4, and 17.2 GHz Resonant cavities Ui;u-:i to the
higher harmonica can be used to extract power anil piert_M:r<
breakdown fields at the higher frt-qmiii ies The II -1 Glli *.i;(
put cavity is positioned after a 25t*u drift fur maximum HI

evacuate the output waveguM* In ihla configuration wave
guide ftnd collector pressures can be niB.inLaJr.erl ai 10~*Torr.
SHARK-2 ia a modi Beat iou of SHARK in which a third
cavity resonant at 11.8GHz was tnaerted between the input
and output cavities to increase klystron gain and efficiency. In
addition, the outer cylindrical wall of the cavity was fabricated
from low carbon steel to shield the cavity interior from the axial
magnetic field for reasons dinrussed below in Section -1.3.

current ai that harmonic. With only two high Q reaonant
structures in this klystron, problems with b w r breakup in
stabilities are minimized. However, the gala 01 • two cavity
tub: is low. Therefore, in order to achieve beam-to-RF power
conversion coinparcble to that in jmilticavHjr tubas, a conven
tional SMW, 5.7Glb Uystron in used to drive SHARK. The
RF Gelds in the input and output cavities are comparable for
2MW of drive and 50MW of output because of the different

3.4 Diagnostics

SHARK was designed j> serve as a test bed for cavity de
sign to be used in rclativistic klystron research. Ita design al
lows Etudy of a wide range of beam parameters and minimises
difficulties with beam propagation. The drift pipe and output
caviLy are easy to replace, slaking it possible to use SHARK
to BUidy different output cavities at several frequencies.
SL4 is a high gain, obi cavity, relativists klystron at
11.4 GHc which was designed specifically for the SOnsec
puised 1.2 MV, 1 kA Snowtron beam. Therefore, unlike moat
klystrons, it was designed without an integral gun assembly
In order to make the RF filling time of the SL4 cavities much
shorter than the SOnsec beam pulses, three of the gain cavi
ties &j<.' coupled by irises and waveguides to absorptive ceramic
wedge?. This results in loaded Q'B of 120, and filling times of
2-3nsec for these cavities.

The pulsed DC beam current LB monitored in three places:
at the injector, upstream from the input cavity, and down
stream from the output cavity. The DC current monitors mea
sure image currents in the beam pipe wall An RF current
monitor is placed downstream from the SHARK output cav
ity. The RF current diagnostic for SHARK **"ss a pickup loop,
recessed aximutbaily in the beam pipe wall, which measured
iff. The RF current diagnostic for SHARK-2 waa a pair of
probes, recessed radially in the beam pipe wall, which mea
sured E >
r

Forward and reflected RF* <?rive power signals are sampled
using 20dB broad band waveguide directional couplers. Relati via tic klystron output power and, in the SL4 experiment, the
RF reflected back from the high gradient accelerator test sec
tion, were sampled using 56 d B waveguide directional couplers.
The sampled RF signals are transported on individually cali
brated. 25 m long, high quality Heliax cables from the couplers
to the control room where they are measured with calibrated
HP 8470B crystal diode detectors. Calorimetric measurement
methods so far have been precluded by the low pulse repeti
tion rate (less than 10 pulses/sec) necessitated by inadequate
shielding.

To reduci? the difficulty of maintaining u well-focused elec
tron beam over a i m drift length, the SlA drift tube was ta
pered. The drift tube diameter in the first four cavities is
rather wide, 14 mm. The tube then is tapered to 0.2mm juBt
upstream of the penultimate cavity. Tapering permits the use
of solenoid magnets with axial field of 2.7kG for most of the
length of the klystron. A 5 kG Bolenoid surrounds the region
of the penultimate and output cavities.

5.5 High Gradient Accelerator
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To complement the SL4 experiment, a 26cm long section of
11.4 GHz accelerator structure operating in the 2*/3 traveling
wave mode has been built. The constant imr. fdance structure
consists of 30 cells and has r/Q = 14 sH/m. The attenuation
parameter is 0.14 nepers. The group velocity is 0.031c, giving
a filling time of 28 nsec. The iris diameter was chosen to be
7,5 mm. Parameters were calculated by the SUPERFISH cod'
and confirmed by cold test measurements. Coupler dimensions
were epproximated by extrapolation from S-band data, and
finalised by cold test The accelerator was fabricated from
machined "cups * which were stacked and brazed. A special
tool permitted each cavity to be tuned up or down in frequency
In order to obtain the correct phase advance per cell.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 B«am Tr-sntraission

i

The design goal of 100% beam transmission through the
klystrons has not been achieved experimentally, even after fo
cusing adjustments were performed by empirical optimization
using a diagnostic such as transmitted current or output RF.
The maximum current transported through SHARK is 750 A,
only $$% of the maximum current entering the klystron. Up
to 8096 transmission has been achieved at 400 A. Transmis
sion achieved through SlA [which is four lames longer than
SHARK) is 55% at 800 A, and is 65% at 500 A. Transmission
is observed to be independent of RF drive for SHARK. How
ever, for SL4 and SHARK-2, a alight decrease ai transmission
wws noted at high RF output levels (Thrtre WAS no down
stream current monitor in the SL3 tests; transmission through
SL3 was not measured.}

100Q

DC CURRENT (A)
FIG. 2

MASK simulations of SL4 output power.

The design gam and efficiency for SIX, 65 dB and AQ%
respectively, are obtained using the MASK computer code.
MASK simulations were used to optimize the SL4 design pa
rameters and to predict the efficiency and flair, t.% several dif
ferent beam currents and voltages. Some simulation results
art shown in Fig. 2. The saturation RF drive power it ap- -jximately 200 \V, which is aupplied by a 3 kW X-bard TWT
amplifier.
t
6

4.2 SL3 Demonstration

Because of the high peak electric fields in the penultim&O
and output cavities good vacuum » necessary to prevent cavity
breakdown, Consequently, a 500Hter/Bec cryepump evacuates
the klystron collector section and two 8 liter/sec Vac-ion pumps

The SL3 test was designed to be a demonstration of the
effects of putting a conventional klynron tube (stripped of
ita gun) in a high power pulsed beam No unusual or unexpetted phenomena were observed No evidence of niultipai mr
3

breakdown, parasitic oscillations, nor other instabilities waa
observed. RF pulse risetiincs were S-10nsec IIF pulses repro
duced the shape of the beam current pulses quite well. SL3
pcrfor m>.ice at beam energies much greater than design is il
lustrated in Fig. 3. Peak power of 15 MW was attained with
an BOOkV, approximately 250 A beam. Observed output power
agreed well with the predictions of the MASK simulation code.
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4.3 All ARK and SL4
Peak output power of 200MW at IMGIit was attained
with the S U relativistic klystron design using a 930kV, 420 A
beam. SL4 has not yet operated at its 1000 A design current.
However, agreement ia excellent between output power mea
sured at lower currents and the MASK predictions (Fig. 2) for
operation at these currents. The 200 MW peak power delivered
by S L4 to the 11.4 G Hi accelerator corresponds to a longitudi
nal accelerating gradient of ltOMV/m. Early indication' are
thai there b appreciable dark current in the accelerator when
the accelerating gradient exceeds BOMV/m.
In our tests of both SHARK and S U , we observe that
as the beam current through the klystron is increased up to
a certain level, the output power pulses remain relatively flat.
However, if the beam current is increased beyond this level, the
trailing edges of the output power pulses dimmish in amplitude,
while the leading edges continue to grow with the beam cur
rent This behavior in SHARK tests is illustrated in Fig. 4. We
have demonstrated that our ability to obtain flat output power
pulses is affected by beam current, R.F drive level, and focus
ing magnetic field strength. The practical importance of these
observations is that even though 200MW of RF was produced
with S U , the maximum reasonably flat RF pulse achieved in
our initial tests was only 68 MW. Low and high peak power
SL4 pukes are illustrated ia Fig. o. The pulse shortening phe
nomenon is a serious impediment to making flat high power
HF puke>. It is not beam breakup because the transmitted
DC beam current pulse does not shorten with the RF pulse.
To understand the mechanism for output pulse shortening
in SHARK, an experiment was performed in which simulta
neous data on reflected power from the input cavity and on
ouLput power were recorded at a critical point for the onset
of the shortening phenomenon. With no external changes in
the beam condition and/or input powei, the output alternated
fro.n pulse to pulse between the r«tanr,jlar and triangular
pulse shapes. When the beam turns on, there is a significant
dip in the drive power reflected from the SHARK input cav
ity Two distinctly different slates have been observed in the
reflected drive, as shown in Fig. 0, one having a much greater
reflection during the beam-ou time Furthermore, the Btatc
with large reflection is correlated repeatedly with the narrow
output pulse

FIG. 4.
tests.

RK pulse shortening observed in SHARK
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FJG- 5. Lew and high peak power pulses in SI.4 Lesis
Thia observation can be reproduced will; our Miruputfr
code far transient analysis. In the code, we use a circuit ruodrf
to compute the time varying voltage across l\n> input gap. T)i<
reflected power is calculated from the time-varying voltage by
power balance. Results of the transient calculation are BIIOWH
in Fig. 7 where the relatively flat outjiut pulse with the low
beam-on reflected power was obtained by using a. beam loai!
ing generally cona,Bter.t with MASK calculations ajtd mrasurtmenLs. The narrow output pulse and increvised rdNilmn WIT*obtained by arbitrarily increasing beam loading by a faclur i>f
The anomalous heavy beam loading whiih wt> belirvr
causes pulse shortening appears to be & phenomenon sitml.u
to multipaclor to the extent that it is si-nsitivc to thanKcs in
focusing magnetic 6eld and RF power level The anomalous
beam loading in fact may be itiultipiidor

"Normal"

"Anomalous"

Reflected power

Output power trom SHARK
r,-»»

Reflected power

Output power from SHARK
*>««

FlC. 6. SHARK reflected drive and output power.
Arrows indicate the SOnsec beam time in the reflected
power.
OlResulsr
tmnMoading

The power threshold for RF pulse shortening was observed
to increase with decreasing magnetic focusing field. Conse
quently, we tested a SHARK (5.7 GHz subharmonic) input
cavity surrounded by iron which shunts the focusing field away
from the beam axis in the region of the cavity gap. Figure 8
shows the effect of the iron on the axial magnetic field pro
file near the SHARK input cavity. The iron input cavity does
not exhibit anomalous loading, with or without beam. Output
pulse shortening continues to occur above a threshold in out
put power. However, the output pulse shortening in the con
figuration with the iron input cavity occurs at a higher power
threshold than in the original SHARK tests with s copper in
put cavity, and the output pulse shortening apparently starts
in the output cavity. The evidence that pulse shortening ocr ars
in the output cavity is that no correlation U observed between
the output pulse shortening and either the input cavity re
flected power or the RF current as monitored by an RF prube
in the drift downstream from the input cavity. Figure 9 shows
multiple exposure photos of the output power pulses simulta
neous with the input power reflected from the iaput cavity
The pulses in the figure were recorded during operation at the
pulse shortening threshold. Both long and short output pulses
are observed, while al] reflected input pulses exhibit normal
beam loading.
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FIC. 8. Calculation of the axial magnetic field near
the SHARK input cavity with and without iron. The
cavity noses are at 1.1 era radius.

FIG. 7. Calculations of the effect of anomalous beam
loading on SHARK reflected drive and output power.
Further studies of the SL4 relativistic klystron have demon
strated anomalous input cavity loading by charged particles
when the RF drive level exceec's 40 W, even under ccld cath
ode, beam-off conditions. Sometime after the onset of the KF
drivo pulse, the iii]mt cavity absorbs all of the incident RF drive
that otherwise would be reflected from the beam-off, unloaded
cavity. This power absorption is a function of drive level, and
of axial magnetic field surrounding the cavity. No power ab
sorption is present when the axial magnetic field is zero. This
cavity loading phenomenon, which we have observed in the SL4
input cavity, both with and without beam, may occur in any
of the cavities of a multicavity klystron and may be associated
with pulse shortening.
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FIG. 9. Multiple exposure photos of long and short
output power pulses simultaneous with ^normal" re
flected input power pulses in the SHARK with the mag
netically shielded input cavity operating at the puke
shortening threshold.

B. S U M M A R Y

4.4 S H A R K 2
The observation that RF pulse shortening did noL occur
in the iron SHARK input cavity but did occur in the copper
SHARK output cavity, as discussed in the previous ejection,
prompted us to test a three cavity gubharmonic drive klystron
configuration consoling of the iron SHARK input cavity and
copper penultimate and output cavities. (The penuttimaLe
and output cavities are the output section of the modularly
designed SL4 relativislic kly&tron ) In this configuration we
expect lower electric fields in the output cavity because the
external Q of this output cavity is half that of the original
SHARK output cavity. Results with this three cavity configu
ration, named SHARK-2, are summarized in Table 1.
Output pulse shortening is observed in the three cavity
SHARK-2 at some point downstream from the iron input cav
ity. However, the power threshold La higher than in the two
cavity iron input SHARK, presumably due to the lowered ex
ternal Q of the output cavity. Flat output pulses of 80MW
amplitude and 45nsee duration (FWHM) have been obtained
from the three cavity subharmonic SHARK-2 before the onset
uf pulse ehorti'nir.g This is 70^ more fiat-top RF power than
we obtained from rhr two cavity SHARK.
Some improvement in the pulse shortening threshold
has been observed *vith high power RF conditioning at
i0 pulses/sec
S. F U T U R E PLANS
We are Incorporating RF field probes in our designs of new
intermediate caviLie. in order to ascertain where pulse short
ening first occurs in muIticavity relativistic klystrons* such as
SL4.
Ln light of the apparent success of the iron magnetic shield
at suppressing pulse shortening in the SHARK and 5HARK-2
input cavities we plan to apply several techniques commonly
used for multiple tor suppression in order to raise the threshold
for pubu shortening. We plan to add iron magnetic shields
to downstream cavities. Consequently, we are studying the
effect of the iron on the relativistk beam dynamics. We are
fabricating and plan to test a cavity with slotted noses (as
an alternative to iron) We plan to employ RF conditioning at
higher pulse repetition rates with improved radiation shielding.
A traveling wave output structure which has been fabri
cated will be used in place of an output cavity in a relativistic
klystron. This .structure will have lower electric fields than a
single output cavity and consequently the output power thresh
old for pulse shortening may be higher.
As soon as rectangular high power RF output pulses of suf
ficient duration are obtained, further studies of the high gradi
ent accelerator structure described in Section 3.5 are planned.
These tests will include studies of breakdown at 11.4 GHz and
measurement of the accelerating gradient-

We have been working to develop a lufch power (500MW)
short wavelength (2.6cm) relativistic klystion with beam ki
netic energy greater than 1 MeV. Four different klystrons have
been tested. Peak RF power of 200MW has been achieved.
but only with an RF flat Lop touch shorter lhan the beam
current pulse. This pulse shortening phenomenon is by far
the most serious problem encountered. Ii IA clearly not beam
breakup since it does not correlate with shortening of the DC
current pulse. Experimental evidence from one of the klystrons
(SHARK) indicates that pulse shortening is caused by loading
of the input cavity by anomalous charged particle currents
The loading is believed to be due to either secondary electrons
or to phutoeleclrons produced by the copious supply of x-rays
caused by beam interception. The power threshold for pulse
shortening is sensitive to magnetic focusing field and to RF
field strength. Magnetically shielding a. klyntron input cav
ity raised the power threshold for pulse shortening. A second
and perhaps related problem is rather poor beam transmis
sion through the klystrons, which has not exceeded 65%. The
shortened 200MW peak RF pulses have been transmitted into
a 26cm long high gradient accelerator structure. This power
corresponds to an accelerating gradient of l40MV/m
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